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I installed Steven Slate Drums Platinum Version 3.0 with 2x Traktor Festivals and Reference cc Slate guitar support on a TB-9
pickup. I had to install the samples manually, because when saving to the program, the sampler itself was imported and it was

also pre-installed in Trakter. Second question: How do I sample the Cream, Rush, Pink Floyd guitars for riffs? I created a
special section in which I posted links for files, but there are only "materials" without emulators. Where else can I upload

sampler files? And the third question: Is it possible to rebuild the samples? Yes, you can. To do this, you can go to the folder
with the files in the folder with the name of the samplers and write the path to the files there. Or just redirect it to the file you

need. In order for sample players to listen to samplers, they must be compatible with each other. Couldn't find a poll topic. So I
decided to post my question. How, in your opinion, should the source material for the Traktonic Cymbal program be formatted
correctly? What settings are best for each sample? Perhaps you mean that you need to select combinations of sampling, color,

tone? Of course they need to be selected. For a sample, select a player (for example, Audacity), then import files to it, in
particular, for a track in the "Core Traktion" section, select Sample-setting (Resolution) (16:9 or 16:10) and press the keyboard
shortcut - copy /paste. Then place it in the "Programs" folder and install as shown in the figure. In order not to create a separate

topic in the section, I will answer here. The sampling image you see in the screenshot can be modified using the TraKtonic
software. The standard samples you see in Traktor Setups are for piano playing. This is exactly what I need. Hello Sergey!I did

not find an answer to my question, in the archive with the program, there is only a sample file that the player plays. The
equalizer is Preselect (Setting indicator) and the intensity of the deviation from the average (item "Thickness
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